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FOREWORD
2020 shall be remembered as an exceptional year for the European society, economy and the
transport sector. The global pandemic led to lockdowns in all these systems, and had possibly the
most significant effect on transports since the oil crisis in the seventies of the past century. The
effects did not have equal extent in each transport sector, though. Especially compared to its main
competitor, the road, rail proved to be more resilient to lockdowns, and thus showed that it is still
an important piece of the global supply chain that can be built upon.
The currently characteristic system configuration of rail with predominantly just rolling stock
being handed over at border crossings had an advantage, when people could not travel through
countries. This occurrence, however, again emphasized the importance of keeping the time needed
for the freight to cross rail border as low as possible, an objective that Rail Freight Corridor Orient /
East-Med has been pursueing since 2016. Success with this objective is marked by the fact, that the
objective set in 2016 was achieved at certain border crossings.
The inability to travel also had an effect on the operation of the freight corridor as regards its
activities of bringing stakeholders together to same platforms and allowing them to exchange views
and find common solutions. In-person meeting quickly became impossible to be held, remedy
methods had to be applied. On-line communication was an obvious choice, which was applied
for keeping contact both between all infrastructure managers and between the corridor and the
railway undertakings. The devices used proved themselves, there was virtually no transition time
needed for changing the communication method. In fact, on-line communication was successful
enough to start considering how it could be used more extensively in the future, as well.
Under the rather unusual circumstances Rail Freight Corridor Orient / East-Med continued to pursue
its objectives, help and keep contact with its customers. This report is comprising a description of
these activities for 2020. Please let me kindly offer this information for you, and invite you to read
the details in the text.

Lőrinc Czakó
Chairman of RFC OEM Management Board
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 About us
Rail Freight Corridor Orient/East-Med (hereinafter referred to as “RFC OEM”) according to the Regulation
links ports from the North and Baltic Seas to Central-Europe with the Eastern- and South-Eastern parts of
Europe running to the Greek port of Piraeus and also to the Black Sea. Among the RFCs RFC OEM counts
the most Member States in this form of international cooperation, namely: Germany, Czechia, Austria,
Slovak Republic, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria and Greece.

RFC OEM connects the above mentioned
eight countries between the main cities of
Wi l h e l m s h a v e n / B r e m e r h a v e n / H a m b u r g /
Rostock–Dresden–Praha–Vienna/Bratislava–

Budapest–Vidin–Sofia–Thessaloniki–Athens–
Patras as well as Budapest–Bucharest–Constanta
and Sofia–Plovdiv–Svilengrad, reaching the centre
of the continent with several sea connections.

RFC OEM
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Principal line
Connecting line
Diversionary line
Picture 1.: RFC OEM map

RFC OEM is one of the most important transport
arteries connecting the centre of Europe
with South-East part of the Union with the
maritime interfaces of the North, Baltic, Black
and Mediterranean seas. These strategic transit
routes also allow building up connection towards
Turkey, with an important boosting economic
area.
The current length of the corridor is approximately
9050 km. However, the length of the corridor route
sections is very different among the involved
6
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countries, Austria has the shortest one with about
300 km (approx. 3% of the whole corridor) and
Romania has the longest part, about 2200 km
corridor line (approx. 24% of the total length).
RFC OEM follows mostly the path of ERTMS
Corridor E which runs from Dresden to Constanta
(common line from Praha to Constanta). The
deployment of ERTMS contributes to remedy the
lack of technical compatibility, a major obstacle
for the development of international rail traffic.

Picture 2.: Network of RFCs – map made by RNE

Orient/East-Med Corridor has connections with
the following other RFCs:
 in the cities Praha and Česká Třebová with RFC
Czech-Slovak (operated till November 2020)
 in cities Břeclav, Bratislava and Vienna with
RFC Baltic-Adriatic
 in Budapest with RFC Mediterranean
 on Wilhelmshaven/Bremerhaven/Hamburg
– Magdeburg – Dresden; Rostock – Dresden;
Dresden – Bad Schandau/Děčín – Praha lines
with RFC North Sea-Baltic
 on Sopron – Győr – Komárom – Nové Zámky /
Budapest and Hegyeshalom – Rajka – Bratislava
– Nové Zámky; Budapest – Szob – Štúrovo –
Nové Zámky railway lines with RFC Amber

 on Praha – Kolín – Pardubice – Česká Třebová;
Wien – Hegyeshalom, Wien – Ebenfurth
– Sopron – Győr; Hegyeshalom – Győr –
Budapest, Budapest – Újszász – Szolnok –
Lőkösháza – Curtici; Curtici – Arad – Simeria
– Coșlariu – Sighișoara – Brașov – București;
Arad – Timisoara – Caransebeș – Filiași –
Craiova and București – Fetești – Constanța
railway lines with RFC Rhine-Danube
(became operational in November 2020).

RFC OEM
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On the overlapping sections RFC OEM has established
a well-functioning collaborative model with the
involved RFCs. Description of these procedures (e.g.
providing data and information) should be found in
the corridor document “C-OSS Operational Rules”, as
Annex 7. to Implementation Plan (https://www.rfc7.
eu/corridor-information-document).
RFC OEM is one of the most important transport
arteries connecting the centre of Europe with
South-East part of the Union with the maritime
interfaces of the North, Baltic, Black and
Mediterranean seas. These strategic transit routes
also allow building up connection towards Turkey,
with an important boosting economic area.

 The corridor brings together the most Member
States from north-west to south-east railway
lines;

1.2 Special characteristics of RFC
OEM

 Huge number of infrastructure investments and
works are ongoing thanks to the Connecting
Europe Facility (CEF) financial support;

Eight different Member States, eight different
levels of infrastructure development set up
a basis for a constructive cooperation along
the corridor, where the customer-oriented
approach is the most important driving
force of the progress. Therefore the operative
governance of RFC OEM has utmost importance
to harmonise provisions and requirements
of rail freight related services. The RFC OEM
management believes that there are big
potentials for the development of international
rail freight business and the corridor could
become as a strategic connecting opportunity
toward East.

 The geographical alignment is also a
challenge, especially in the southern
Member States, where the infrastructure
shall cross various mountain terrain;

All RFCs have their own specificities, and this is
also valid for RFC OEM.

 There are 8 seaports, 58 containers/
intermodal terminals, 1 dry bulk terminal,
3 general cargo terminals, 10 marshalling
yards/shunting yards along the corridor;
 Six from eight of the involved Member States
are beneficiaries of EU Cohesion Funds;
 RFC OEM differs in its features and infrastructural
characteristics in terms of infrastructure supply
and quality, mirroring each Members State’s
economic conditions with respect also to its year
of accession to the European Union;

 The are several overlapping sections with
other RFCs, but the longest turns up with
Rhine-Danube RFC, app. 2000 Km-s long;
 There are 14 border crossings along the
corridor with different national rules and
measures;
 The primary traffic flow is running on the
(DE) – Dečín – Praha – Bratislava – Budapest
– Curtici – Craiova – Ruse – Svilengrad axis.
 Feeder/outflow connections are from
Belgium/The Netherlands via Germany –
Austria and towards Turkey;
 In six country there are capacity surplus
making it easier to serve the customer needs;
 The basis of business interest of our clients is
not merely the capacity guarantee, but also
a guarantee of high-quality and customer
oriented services which shall be maintained
and further improved.
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2. ORGANISATION
RFC OEM is operated by the cooperation of the
transport ministries, infrastructure manager
companies and one allocation body of eight
countries.
The setup of RFC OEM organizational units is
illustrated in the schematic picture described
below.

One of our core businesses to operate the rail
freight corridor is the coordination of traffic
management. Harmonisation and coordination of
different national rules and procedures along the
corridor is one of our biggest duties in our everyday
life. To find solutions which are acceptable for every
involved Infrastructure Managers is an important
task for facilitating the smooth corridor operation
among the dispatchers on cross-borders and also
through the inland traffic management.

Picture 3.: Organization of the Corridor

2.1 Executive Board

The Executive Board meets 2 times per year and
regularly monitors the achieved results on the
The Executive Board is the body responsible corridor by the comprehensive report made by
for supervision of corridor activities and the Chair of the Management Board.
for defining the general objectives and the
framework for capacity allocation along the
corridor.
The Executive Board is addressed in case of
issues beyond the competence of Infrastructure
Managers and Allocation Bodies or when a conflict
of interest arises between them.
RFC OEM
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Picture 4.: Members of ExBo and MaBo

Due to the impacts of COVID, the Executive Board had only one meeting in 2020.
The Executive Board was given information about the following main topics:
 RFC-regulation evaluation;
 Temporary Capacity Resctictions;
 Issues-log PSA call;
 the new logo and website of the corridor;
 C-OSS report (volume of capacity, ratio of allocated capacity, TT2021 evaluation);
 KPI report (punctuality, overall numbers of trains, traffic flow in pandemic);
 amendment of PSA grant and implemented projects under PSA;
 International contingency Management;
 CID restructuring;
 organisational matters;
 the focus points for 2021;
 joint project proposals;
 cooperation opportunities with RFC RHD;
 European Year of Rail 2021.

2.2 Management Board
The corridor organisation is based on a
cooperation agreement between the IMs and
(where applicable) ABs along the corridor.
The Management Board acts in the form of
cooperation, apart from the Memorandum of
Understanding which set up officially this body,
the rules of cooperation are laid down in the
document called Internal Rules of Procedure.
10
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The Management Board (MB) is the main operative
body of the corridor, its members have to make
fundamental decisions, and so they hold meetings
more frequently. The Management Board makes
its decisions on the basis of mutual consent of its
members.

The members are:

COMPANY

TYPE

COUNTRY

DB-Netz AG

IM

Germany

ÖBB-Infrastruktur AG

IM

Austria

SŽCZ – Railway Infrastructure Administration,
State organisation (Správa železnic, státní organizace)

IM

Chech Republic

ŽSR – Railways of the Slovak Republic
(Zeleznice Slovenskej Republiky)

IM

Slovakia

MÁV – Hungarian State Railways Company Limited by
Shares (MÁV Magyar Államvasutak Zrt.)

IM

GYSEV – Raab–Oedenburg–Ebenfurter Eisenbahn AG
(Győr-Sopron-Ebenfurti Vasút Zrt.)

IM

VPE - Rail Capacity Allocation Ltd.
(VPE Vasúti Pályakapacitás-elosztó Kft.)

AB

CFR – National Infrastructure Manager of Romania
(Compania Nationala de Cai Ferate)

IM

Romania

NRIC – National Railway Infrastructure Company,
State Enterprise, (НКЖИ (Национална компания
железопътна инфраструктура)

IM

Bulgaria

OSE – Hellenic Railways (Οργανισμός Σιδηροδρόμων
Ελλάδος)

IM

Greece

Hungary

This is the last Management Board meeting held
on 26th February 2020 and was hosted by MÁV
Co. in Budapest where members could meet
eachother last time.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemie all following
MB meetings were organised via internet videoconference. This new IT solution required an
adaption to the brandly new, challenged, digital
environment.
Picture 5: RFC OEM Management
Board meeting in Budapest

After March 2020 a totally unexpected period
jumped into the lives of everyone in the world.
Not listing all aspects of the sudden, very critical
circumstances of world-wide pandemie a new
negotiations style, a new form of discussion,
new, international cooperation mode and a
new decision-making process had to be learned

very quickly by everybody in order to be able to
continue the smooth operative work and corridor
governance among 10 participant members. RFC
OEM duly coped with these new challenges via
the digital environment. Working on-line and from
home office (HO) a totally new culture, new IT
knowledge and a bit funny IT language were born.
RFC OEM
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The RFC OEM Management Board in 2020 had focus on the execution of the tasks and all activities
connected to the Programme Support Action (PSA) tackled with the following main topics:
● Traffic management issues
			 o To reach the goal of “2-hour waiting time” at cross border points, especial effort to
				 reduce the long waiting time at Curtici border crossing
			 o Continous evalutation of the influence of the COVID-19 on our corridor – necessary steps
			 o Keeping close contact with the RAG spokesperson, elaborating solutions and proposals
				 for the suggestions presented by our customers at the Advisory Groups’ meetings
			 o Buffer wagon issue – new safety rules in Hungary,
			 o Train-linking issue – going for more accurate (better) data
			 o Analysing RFC OEM KPI-s and making necessary steps to progress
			 o Involvement of RFC OEM in RNE pilot project concerning TIS
● Capacity and C-OSS issues
			 o Evaluation of the results of annual process TT2021
			 o Preparation of PaPs TT2022 and RC TT2021, joint offer with RFC8, 9 and 11
● Efforts for better harmonisation of TCR for the next Timetabling period
● ICM issues
● CIP developments
● Cooperation in a broader sense
			 o Active participation in Issues-logbook activities
			 o Preparation of the new Satisfaction Survey in 2020
			 o Active participation in evaluation of the Regulation 913/2010/EU
			 o Areas for possible cooperation with RFC RHD in field of the Traffic Management and
				 Capacity Management

Picture 6. and 7.: The Center of the RFC OEM „studio - broadcasting”

MB meetings in June, September and in November were held via virtual communication instead of
meeting organised in Vienna, or Prague or Sofia.
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Recognising the force majeure situation the
implementing agency of the EU (INEA) made it
possible to extend the elibility period of the grant.
RFC OEM made use of this option, and requested an
extension of the grant on 30 September 2020. After
having received the necessary information from
RFC OEM, INEA cleared the path for an extension of
9 months into 2021.
Picture 8.: Our Board Members:

.
Ms Gergana Aleksova, MB Vice-Chair, Mr Martin
Král, MB Vice-chair, Mr Christian Minge, MB
Representative of DB-Netz and our kind IT support,
Ms Flóra Nagy-Sebők.
Here, we would like to express our great gratitude
to our all IT colleagues in our companies who, with
the greatest workload, supported our complex work
with reliable support and understanding by teaching
us, railway people, in this huge digital world with
very fast trainings and practical solutions. Thank you!

2.3 Programme Support Action (PSA)
The implementation of the grant given by the
Connecting Europe Facility to RFC OEM entered its
last year, the bulk of project results was expected
accordingly.
The COVID pandemic, however, proved to be a
challenge for the implementation of such activities,
where personal involvement of people was
essential. Infrastructure managers had to adapt
to the lockdown, in particular, with the English
language education of dispatchers. In most cases,
the lockdown caused immediate suspension of
the courses, but was subsequently continued after
having established the communication channels
which allowed the virtual presence of teachers.
Despite the delay, half of the infrastructure
managers succeeded with finishing the educational
program by the end of 2020.

Beside the progress with language education
the other objective about removing barriers
from the way of international freight started to
take effect. The full alignment of rules regarding
the application of buffer wagons to those in the
‘Regulation concerning the International Carriage
of Dangerous Goods by Rail’ (RID) has been in force
from 1 August 2020. While the preparation of the
deregulation and the publication of new rules
took place in 2019, the training of the concerned
employees was executed in 2020, which could be
followed by the activation of the new regulatory
framework.
During summer 2020 VPE finished successfully
its project for linking their proprietary capacity
management IT-system KAPELLA with that of
RailNetEurope via a newly developed interface.
Capacity requests can now be passed back and
forth between the European path coordination
system and the Hungarian master path database.
Perhaps less important from the service point of
view, but important in any entity life is the brand
identity, which underwent a major refreshment in
2020 for RFC OEM. The logo was modernised, and
it now involves also Germany, the member of RFC
OEM.

RFC OEM
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The new design should symbolize:
 To keep continuity
 To keep our green color, „dedicated” to
our corridor and to be in line with the new
mission of the European Commission:
 „ Green deal”
 To show the environmental friendly
transport mode solution
 To use our trade mark „RFC 7” – very well
known by the market
 To show our UNITY – strong cooperation
among 8 MS
 To symbolize – we are going in One direction
 To show – we are thinking in harmonised
solutions for the future
The new logo was adopted in early 2020, which
was followed by the revamping of the website
at the end of the year. Beside the modernisation
of the design, the new code allows for easier
editing of the contents by the Secretariat and the
C-OSS, allowing quicker publication of relevant
information.

System (PCS) developed by RailNetEurope.
All available path products of the corridor are
registered in PCS and can be easily booked via
this system. C-OSS will manage the request
through the whole phase providing maximum
“care” as a single service provider acting as one
IM on behalf of all involved IMs.
In 2020 Mr. József Ádám Balogh continued to
act as RFC 7 C-OSS Manager employed by the
Hungarian Allocation Body (VPE).
C-OSS Manager participates in several international meetings – such as: Forum Train Europe
(FTE) conferences, PCS trainings, working group
meetings, Advisory Groups meetings (for Railway
undertakings (RAG) and for representatives of the
Terminals (TAG)) and other common or individual
customer meetings – in order to facilitate the
communication between the stakeholders
ensuring customer-oriented services.
Additionaly, since 6th November 2019 Mr József
Ádám Balogh has been performing as speaker
of the C-OSS Community.

2.4 The Secretariat

Ms Ágnes Lengyelné

Mr Zoltán Horváth

Ms Diána Friedrich

2.5 Corridor One-Stop-Shop (C-OSS)
Regulation 913/2010 has introduced a new
“player” to the rail freight business. As a unique
contact and coordination point the Corridor OneStop Shop – hereinafter: C-OSS – simplifies and
standardises the process of international capacity
planning, application and allocation using the
common European IT tool Path Coordination
14
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The Management Board of RFC OEM decided to
establish a representative governance model,
i.e. to operate a Secretariat, which provides the
appropriate administrative support to enable
the MB to carry out its work, ensures that the tasks
of the MB are properly coordinated, and organises
all other associated aspects of corridor activity.
The Secretariat is located in Budapest in a separate
office place at MÁV Headquarters. Responsibilities
of the Secretariat are listed in the Internal Rules
and Procedures and in the Secretariat Agreement.
As Ms Ágnes Lengyelné left our team at the end
of the year, since the 16 November 2020 Ms Diána
Friedrich joined the Secretariat.

Picture 9.: The process

The C-OSS Community
Taking into account the experiences from the first year of operation the cooperation with other
corridors had become necessary. As a permanent working group set up by Management Boards
of Rail Freight Corridors the Corridor OSS Community constitutes a platform for exchange of best
practices among its members, coordination of their opinions and act as a permanent interface of
Corridor One Stop Shops towards RailNetEurope and its bodies.
The main mission of the Community is to support individual Corridor One Stop Shops of Rail Freight
Corridors in fulfilment of their tasks by finding common understanding and methods for the benefit
of all.
Two main topics are considered by the C-OSS Community:
1. Topics related to C-OSS functioning on its own.
2. Topics related to improvements of process regarding the functioning of the RFCs having
consequences over the whole RNE members, customers and bodies.
In 2020 the Community had 3 online meetings and 2 workshops , dealing with the following
main topics:
 Future role of C-OSS document revision
 Collection of international capacity needs
 Redesign of International Timetable Process – TTR
 Quality of draft & final offers
 PaP Catalogue improvements
 Capacity management KPIs
 CID common text updates
 Further improvements of RFC functions in PCS
 RFC PCS trainings.
The PCS training was scheduled for before the outbreak of the COVID pandemic, it could thus be
held the traditional way as in-person meeting. The event, which helps employees of the applicants
getting to master the path request web service (RailNetEurope’s Path Coordination System), was held
on 19–20 February 2020. This year, four other rail freight corridors joined, and promoted commonly
the service:
•
•
•
•

RFC Mediterranean
RFC North Sea – Baltic
RFC Rhine – Danube
RFC Amber
RFC OEM
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2.6 Working Groups
The MB identified the basic structure of activities, and systematically divided the tasks to the most
competent expert groups in the particular fields. As a result, six Working Groups have been established,
each composing of experts from every MB member company, to deliver the required measures. Each
Working Group’s work is co-ordinated by a Head of WG designated by the Management Board therewith
possibly each infrastructure manager can direct one WG.
Though the topics of WGs overlap, their main fields of competence are summarized in the below table.
The following Working Groups were operational in 2020:

Marketing WG
(leadership by GYSEV)

Transport Market Study, Satisfaction Survey, performance
objectives and monitoring, definition of Pre-arranged Paths
and reserve capacity, Non-RU Applicants.

Traffic Management WG and
Train Performance
Management Coordination
(leadership by MÁV)

Working out solutions and procedures for improving the
punctuality and reducing the waiting times during the
train run. Effective communication between TCCs. In the
framework of TPM Coordination working together with the
concerned RUs, inter alia to clarify related measurements
of the International Contingency Management planning
(ICM) and increase the train performance of RFC OEM. Active
participation in data quality and train linking.

One-Stop Shop WG
(leadership by VPE)

C-OSS operation rules, Corridor Information Document,
definition of Pre-arranged Paths and reserve capacity,
coordination of capacity-allocation btw C-OSS & IMs &
Terminals & Applicants.

Infrastructure Development WG
(leadership by Správa Železnic)

Investment Plan, inventory of projects and financial resources,
harmonization of investments along the corridor.

Interoperability and ERTMS WG
(leadership by ÖBB-Infra)

Accelerating the establishment of better interoperability
along the corridor and enhancing ERTMS deployment, ensure
consistency with ERTMS E corridor.

TCR WG
(leadership by Správa Železnic)

Coordination of planned temporary capacity restrictions along
the corridor.
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2.7 Voice of the market –
consultative dialogue with RFC
OEM customers
The Advisory Groups as a platform for railway
undertakings (RU–AG); managers and owners
of terminals (T–AG) facilitate the exchange
of information, consultation mechanism in
numerous issues of the corridor operation in
order to find recommendations and solutions
for all partners’ benefit.
Having a stabil tradition since 2012 RFC OEM
organises 2 times per year a meeting with RU-AG
and T-AG (RAG/TAG) and also in e-mail circular
letters, information regularly. According to the
Regulation AGs’ opinions were always asked and
were taken into consideration.
Our working model – Communication flow
As principally Secretariat acts as a single
channel of communication between MB and
AGs, it spreads material for consultation to
every company registered as AG member, and
receives feedback from the Spokespersons of
the two AGs only, which contains the opinion of
all AG members.

The RFC OEM operative governance pays special
attention to organise the constructive dialogue
with the customers reaching all regions along
the corridor on the rotation principle.
Due to pandemie in the whole year in 2020 RFC
OEM Management Board had followed with
utmost attention all reports about the status of the
pandemic and the measures of lockdown because
several waves of COVID-19 occurred in our countries.
To bridge the lack of personal meeting in spring
and the exchange of update information the
RFC OEM Secretariat set up an information
package with close cooperation of C-OSS
manager and the leaders of the Working Groups
and circulated it to the AG members in June to
send useful update pack for their operations.
After the summer break unfortunately the
COVID-19 crisis has not much improved.
Taking into account the situation with the
intensive spreading of the virus (2nd wave
started in autumn), and based on the official
recommendations and company restrictions to
travel to abroad, unfortunately we had to change
our principle and tradition to organise a phisycal
consultative dialogue with our customers.
Therefore the MB decided in September to
organise the Advisory Groups’meeting via
video-conference on 6th October which is not
the best format for a dialogue with numerous
participants but there was no other choice.

Picture 10.: The communication flow

RFC OEM
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From the technical point of view, the Secretariat
achieved to set up a new style of meeting. AG
members from abroad joined this special meeting
via video-link. With RU AG representatives, who
have dedicated office in Hungary (DB-Cargo HU,
GYSEV Cargo, LTE-HU), we could run successfully
a ‘live studio conversation’ at MÁV office together
with the MB Chair, C-OSS Manager, CIP Coordinator
and the Secretariat. (The Secretariat arranged all
necessary safety measures related to COVID-19 to
hold this meeting with highest care and safety.)

Picture 11.: RFC OEM „special” Advisory Groups’
meeting in form of a live studio conversation –
6, October

The dialogue with our clients was very
constructive in this new environment also.
Participants felt like we were still a little bit
together, personally. All AG members from
abroad were able to join this special meeting
via Microsoft Teams connection, they could see
our small “studio-team” and they could hear all
speeches and presentations as well conducted
on the spot. In this way the interactive dialogue
was somehow ensured in these difficult period
of time and circumstances.
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Picture 12.: RFC OEM Advisory Groups’ meeting –
the RU Spokesperson Mr Gyula Farkas

The spokesperson, Mr Gyula Farkas (RCH) collected
suggestions beforehand from AG members, and
he summarised the RUs’ needs and expectations
regarding our corridor services. One of the
focus should be on the harmonisation of TCRs.
Immadiate actions were suggested and agreed
upon in relation of the Hungarian and Romanian
border crossings. As a first step MÁV and CFR will
organise regular bilateral IM meetings to avoid
paralell capacity restrictions. The harmonisation
of related national rules and to abrogate
outdated national rules have priority for the RFC
OEM operative management. The suggestions
presented by the RU-Spokesperson were put on
the agendas of the following MB meetings.

3. CAPACITY PERFORMANCE ON RFC OEM
One of the main characteristics of RFC OEM is the availability of adequate and good capacity both in
terms of quantity and quality for the provision of rail freight services. This advantage stems from the fact
that in the Central and Eastern European regions there are not so many congested parts of the infrastructure
as it is typical rather in Western European Member States. Our C-OSS made sure that a number of well-defined
Pre-arranged Paths (PaPs) and reserve capacity (RC) were available for the customers and in case any assistance
or special demand arose the C-OSS Manager was always at their disposal to assist with his best knowledge.

3.1 Our offer
Collection of international capacity wishes
Similar to past years, path-construction process
was preceded by a unique service oriented feature
offered by the C-OSS Community, inviting all
potential applicants into a preliminary consultation
in order to improve the quality of PaPs for timetable
2021 and RC for timetable 2020 by collecting their
needs. All the received data were treated with utmost
care and were incorporated during the designation
and construction of our path catalogues.
On 13th January 2020 PaP catalogue was published
by the C-OSS, offering to our Customers 14.7 million
path-kilometers (km*running days) of high-quality
paths for international traffic, which is a slight
increase (approx. 4%) compared to last year.
In addition, 3.6 million path kilometres were
jointly offered with RFCs “North Sea – Baltic”
and “Amber” on the German, Czech, Slovak and
Hungarian overlapping sections, based on the
collaboration agreements among the RFCs.
As a result, a total of 18.4 million path-kilometers
were made available on the corridor.

Picture 13.: Overall Capacity offer
displayed on RFC OEM TT2021

connecting paths were requested as well.
The number of total requested running days was
13243 with an average 228 per request.
The longest requested PaP distance was 1671 km
with an average 600 km per request.

3.2 Results of 2020
Annual path requests
In terms of path requests the positive trend
continued in 2020.
On 14th April 2020 (deadline for placing international
path requests) the C-OSS received 58 requests from
27 Applicants for a total 8.2 million path-kilometers.
In 18 cases more than one corridor was involved
in the request and in 40 cases feeder/outflow/

Picture 14.: Total requested capacity TT2021
RFC OEM
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During the pre-booking phase the C-OSS resolved
16 conflicts (multiple request for the same PaP).
Finally, 7,92 million path-kilometers (54% of the
published capacity) were allocated by the C-OSS.
Compared to last year, allocated PaP capacity has
been increased by approximately 34%.
Requests for reserve capacity
Reserve capacity – published on 14th October
2019 and later continuously updated – has
provided 2.08 million path-kilometers in order
to satisfy the interim and ad-hoc needs of our
customers. Till the end of timetable year 2020 1.27
million path-kilometers had been requested and
allocated through the C-OSS.

Picture 15.: Reserve capacity allocated by the
C-OSS in 2020

Capacity management KPIs
Volume of offered capacity - PaPs (million km)

for TT2021

at X-11

14.72

Volume of requested capacity – PaPs (million km)

for TT2021

at X-8

8.21

Volume of requests (number of PCS dossiers)

for TT2021

at X-8

58

Number of conflicts (number of conflicting PCS dossiers)

for TT2021

at X-8

16

Volume of pre-booked capacity (million km)

for TT2021

at X-7.5

7.92

Volume of offered capacity – Reserve Capacity (million km)

for TT2020

at X-2

2.08

Volume of requested capacity – Reserve Capacity (million km)

for TT2020

at X+12

1.27

Volume of requests – Reserve Capacity (number of PCS dossiers)

for TT2020

at X+12

16
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Capacity management evolution on RFC OEM

Picture 16.: KPI Volume of Capacity

Picture 17.: KPI Number of Requests
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Key findings of the year
h Our main PaP traffic flow is on the Rostock – Dresden – Dečín – Praha – Bratislava – Budapest –
Curtici – Craiova – Ruse – Svilengrad axis.
h The amount of PaP requests grows year by year, which shows a clear interest from the business
partners in RFC OEM services. However, the basis of this interest is not merely a capacity
guarantee, but also a guarantee of high-quality and customer-oriented services, which shall be
maintained and further improved..
h Capacity utilization percentage (the ratio of requested and published capacity) grows year by
year. As a result of the numerous consultative dialogues with RFC OEM business partners and
Advisory Group members, the offer is increasingly matching the real market demand.
h The share of feeder/outflow/connecting path sections is 31% of the total requested capacity.
Most of that is related to Austria and Germany, clearly showing that future close cooperation with
Rhine-Danube RFC can be beneficial for all stakeholders.
h RFC OEM Customers continue to prefer PaPs for their long-distance traffic. A 1671 km-long PaP
request is outstanding among RFCs.
h One of the main axes of the corridor i.e. Craiova – Vidin – Sofia – Athens is not favoured by
the freight forwarders yet. Major developments on the Southern part of the Corridor would
be essential in order to compete with the experienced traffic flow through Serbia and North
Macedonia.
h A long-term declining trend can be observed in reserve capacity. Although we can still state that
RC is a stable, well-sold product on RFC OEM, under the current conditions i.e. lack of interface
connection between PCS and national IT tools, we do not expect a remarkable growth in this
segment. However, it is important to highlight that RFC OEM is one of the few RFCs who can
utilize RC every year, as our product combined with the one-stop shop services perfectly fits for
interim capacity needs e.g. new traffic introduced in the running timetable.
h There is a strong need from the market to focus on the management of the traffic, and to reduce
the unnecessary waiting times at the borders, especially on lines where major rehabilitation
works are ongoing.
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4. TRAFFIC AND TRAIN PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT
2020 was a very unexpected year for all of us. Despite
the worldwide pandemic and continous lock down
procedures the railway sector remained operational,
partly. Meanwhile the passenger transport stopped
Europe-wide, the freight traffic could move among
the Member States. The volume of the rail freight
traffic of RFC OEM has reached the level of the
previous year again in autumn after a certain
declining (20 – 25 %) in the spring due to COVID-19
epidemic impact and its consequences.
As an excerpt from a very comprehensive report
made by RNE late autumn 2020, based on the
feedback received from IMs, in general terms, we
can conclude the following:
The main impact of the COVID-19 was on the
passenger transport due to the closure of the
borders in many countries, mainly between March
and June 2020. In several border sections, this
drop is clearly visible also in the graphs, based
on the figure Number of trains. After this period,
when cross border passenger transport was
re-established, usually this did not lead to any
additional dwell times.
Concerning the freight traffic there was no general
measure taken to stop the cross-border operation
for freight trains. Especially in border sections with
mixed traffic, the cancellation of passenger transport
leads to the increase of capacity for freight trains
and this positively influenced and improved the
punctuality of freight traffic. The decrease in freight
traffic, if existing, was caused not by implementing
the specific COVID-19 related measures, but due to
a decrease of the demand from RUs cause either by
lower industry production or drop in the resources,
especially loco drivers.
The travel restrictions implemented in every
countries from April made it impossible to arrange
any physical meetings with TM colleagues. Despite

all these difficulties, our colleagues have successfully overcame all these obstacles and were able to
provide a quick and striking answers to this severe
situation: we adopted the practice already used by
RNE and held our experts’ meetings in the form of
video conferences. This new type of intrenational
relationship ensured that we were able to maintain
the operation of the working groups unchanged,
thus enabling us to carry out our corridor tasks.
Even though this new digital solution is proven
and ensures continuous operation, unfortunately,
along with the pandemic, this solution stayed with
us throughout the whole year 2020.

4.1 RFC OEM Traffic Management
(TM) and the traffic flow
We belive that the Traffic Management Working
Group is the “engine” of the corridor operation.
Since 2013 all IMs’ representatives on RFC OEM do
their utmost effort to ensure a smooth traffic flow
on several thousands kilometer long lines and
are igour to find vialable and customer-orieneted
solutions. Thanks to this cooperation the traffic
flow is growing year by year on our main liens. (The
volume of our capacity is shown in Chapter 3.)
To be able to monitor the traffic flow on our
corridor under the influence of the pandemic we
asked RNE to provide us with a new traffic flow
report structure, which shows all the international
freight trains on the RFC OEM together in order
to follow continuously the total monthly traffic.
(Please, see this new report below1).
Summarizing the overal data we have to say, after
a 2 month declining trend in spring, we were in a
progression stage from autumn.
Due to the TIS version change, the data in the report are
complete until October 2021, the November data are
incomplete and the December data are not included.

1
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In 2020 all cross borders belonging to RFC OEM were operating among 8 Member States regardless of this
pandemic severe circumstances. The connection and information flow among MB members, the ExBo Chair,
the C-OSS manager and RU-Spokesperson were continuously maintained. There were no major disruptions
reported during the 1st-wave of the pandemic period, there were neither any outstanding waiting times
reported. With the suspension of passenger traffic, the transit time at the border crossings has been
automatically reduced.

Picture 18.: Trafic flow in pandemic (New experimental RNE OBI report)

According to the very first calculations the sales
figures decreased approximately in average by
20% - 25% in spring, but this figure can vary from
country to country. The reduction of the volume
of goods has been experienced mainly due to the
change of the orders coming from the car factories
in Europe. They have suspended the production
since mid-March for couple of months. In the
evaluation of the situation there was another
interesting fact; the volume of the consumer
goods’ traffic has been increased in April and in
May, meaning that the rail freight could take over
some proportion of the freight transport from
road transport. The freight transport in relation to
Europe from Asia was also smooth, the combined
transport operated without problems.
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Evaluating these results, we can conclude that
thanks to our common efforts with our IM
colleagues and with the whole team dealt with
the corridor operation we performed a satisfying
result among 8 Member States despite of the
pandemic.
Thanks to the TM working group who kept IM
representatives in touch, and thanks to the support
of the RUs and C-OSS manager the multilateral
dialogue and exchange of relevant information
were maintained. The main focus of the TM and
Train Performance Management (TPM) working
groups’ meetings was to examine the effects of
COVID-19 epidemic and to conclude first findings
(lessons learned) and to outline common possible
and feasible solutions.

The TM Working Group – as its yearly working
program - dealt with other tasks too in parallel
handling the pandemic situation. The WG has
updated the OBI point lists in order to boost the
data quality of our OBI reports. TPM Coordinator
has updated – based on the new RNE TPM
Guideline – and the WG has approved the new
TPM Rules of Procedure document relevant for the
RFC OEM.

Based on experience over many years,
independent of the operation of the corridors, the
delay of the trains at arrival is always more than
at the departure, because the train cannot reduce
the delay on its way. The punctuality of the train
departure depends on several stakeholders as
well, we can say: this is a “multiplayer” cooperation.
These are also important factors to take into
consideration during the measuring.

Based on the request deriving from the RFC
OEM / OEM CNC High Level meeting, the WG has
prepared new, unified Task Force reports with a
common structure and appearance based on the
following principles:

In both directions at RFC entry and RFC exit, the
figures indicate in average 47% punctuality when
entering the corridor (origin) and the 36% at the
exit of the corridor (destination). Punctuality is
calculated based on the thirty-minute threshold.

 Traffic volume evolution at each border
crossing point,
 Dwelling times evolution during 2017 - 2020
 Operational improvements
 Tasks ahead and future steps
The figures presented in the Task Force reports are
provided by the IMs’ domestic systems or generally
form TIS.
Picture 19.: Source: RNE OBI

Punctuality is the other focus of the TPM
coordination. In 2020, 116 444 freight trains
crossed selected pairs of border points, however,
this significant growth (nearly 30%) compared to
2019 refers not only to the traffic flow, it is also
stemming from the significant improvement of
the data quality.
The punctuality is considered for origin and
for destination; however, the origin does
not necessarily mean the concrete station of
departure, but the first measuring point of the
RFC (for example: Svilengrad is the first measuring
point in Bulgaria for Turkish trains or another
example: Hegyeshalom in Hungary is the first
measuring point for trains arriving at the Curtici
terminal (RO)).

However, compared to other corridors, these
values might seem slightly under the average,
it is important to mention that this indicator
is influenced by many different factors, like
interoberability, border controls, technical
conditions, geographical landscape, unexpected
meteorology or language issues which might be
divergent on most of the corridors.
It should be also noted that the Traffic Management
Working Group takes part in RNE driven data
quality projects that aims to improve the reporting
standards. As a result, we expect that the RNE TIS
(Train Information System, IT tool of RNE) will
provide better reporting quality on this corridor
as well, complementing the national systems that
do not monitor the whole corridor.
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The TIS has become the European widely
recognized international tool for the real time
monitoring of international trains and more and
more national freight trains as well. The system
provides inter alia Corridors and their customers
with important information relating to the train
timetable, information about real time train
position, and other train running data.

On the basis of the feedback coming from the
business partners RFC OEM introduced new
alternative lines in Romania. With this designation
we have expanded the corridor route offer, which
offers additional alternatives to customers in the
Romanian territory and, in connection with the ICM,
if necessary, it can also be used for traffic diversion.

The TM and the TPM WGs regularly discuss and
update the ICM (International Contingency
Management) provisions, and if there is a new
proposal they review the related operational
scenarios.

Picture 20.: Designation of new diversionary route and connecting line in Romania
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Picture 21.: Ms Gaelle Vantalon-Korovitch (FRET – SNCF) and Mr Andrea-Marco Penso (DB-Cargo) on the ICM
Plenary session held in Brussels – January 2021

A new milestone was born! The Railway
Undertakings (RU) also prepared their on
Handbook for ICM in January 2021. At the ICM
Plenary session organised by DG-Move in Brussels
they presented the main elements of the draft
document.
At the TPM meeting held in March the representative
of the DB Cargo HU, Mr Garamvölgyi summarized
the content of the ICM RU Handbook. The
main purposes of the handbook are: it outlines
harmonised international contingency measures
whenever major disruptions happen on the
European Railway network and it describes how
Railway Undertakings should cooperate with each
other and with Infrastructure Managers. It is closely
aligned with the Contingency Management
Handbook of Infrastructure Managers. He
highlighted the three main elements of the
handbook: optimization and rerouting options, RU
contingency task force and additional measures.
You can find more about ICM in chapter 4.4.

4.2 Task Forces (TFs)
After signing the “Joint Ministerial Declaration on
effective improvements to eliminate bottlenecks and
facilitate international traffic on the Orient/EastMed Rail Freight Corridor” in Rotterdam 2016 June,
TFs were established as a proper working method
for achieving the declared goal. Early 2017
TFs started their operation. After indentifiing
the obstacles hampering the smooth transit at
border crossings TFs prepared their Work Plans
and since then they update them regularly. More
than hundred experts work in 8 Member States
on the tasks to reduce the waiting time at cross
border point. In order to work together within
the appropriate framework, TF meetings are also
held from time to time with additional experts,
involving not only IMs’ representatives, but also
repesentatives of RUs, related colleagues of
Ministry of Transport, or NSA. Having regard that
a border crossing is a multiplayer phenomena it
is important that all concerned stakeholders are
involved in this task- work.
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In spite of the unexpected pandemic situation
RFC OEM Task Forces were able to continue
their important activity. In line with their pre-set
objectives they strived to reduce the unneccesary
waiting times at the border crossings below
120 minutes and to eliminate the pre-identified
obstacles. Despite the demanding situation, they
did a very great job, and many of them were able
to reach and maintain their goals in this very
challenging year.

The waiting times evolution you can learn on the
following charts. The horizontal red line shows 120
minutes. In most border crossings, the average
waiting time are reported as it is presented on
the chart. This means, in North to South direction
we were able to reach the prescribed limit of 120
minutes average waiting time in most places. (The
reason why no data are shown by Kuty-Breclav
border point is that the waiting time there is almost
0 min. It is a Czech – Slovakian border crossing).

The following chart shows the RNE KPI, Number
of trains per border, which KPI is collected by the
IMs’ National Systems. According to these figures,
we can identify a distinct weakening in our
traffic volume for 2020. This fall is primarily due
to COVID-19 situation. Nevertheless, fortunately,
several border crossings are on a let’s say everincreasing trend. The relative proportions of the
values are also remarkable.

Picture 22: Number of trains per border (2017-2020), source: National Systems
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Picture 23: Waiting times evolution (N-S, min, 2016-2020), source: National Systems

If we look the opposite direction, it has also improved recently.

Picture 24.: Waiting times evolution (S-N, min, 2016-2020), source: National Systems

If we summarize the overall results, it shows, that in North to South direction we have been fulfilled the
goal of the declaration (all Schengen internal border is done) and in South to North direction we are
very close to reach the goal and we are on the right track.
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Summarizing the the waiting times at the RFC OEM 12 cross border points for 2020, please see the
following chart:

Picture 25.: „2-hour” waiting times

Clustering the types of the TFs activities defined in the Work Plans we can conclude that from 2018 the amount of
“Executed” processes are increased by more than 30%,
“Implementation in progress” and
“Identified” issues have been decreased significantly.
The ratio of “To be discussed” tasks has been increased to a small extent, having regard different
topics, as for example TCR issues, priority rules, ATTI Pilot, data quality or IT Tool usage cases.

Picture 26.: Work Plans’ clusters

The dwelling time still depends to a large extent on
whether it is a Schengen border or an internal EU
border. As a result of the recent migration situation,
the thoroughness of border police investigations and
thus its duration at the external borders has increased
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significantly. All of these challenging issues are
surrounded by the current epidemic situation cannot
support to settle these barriers on a “quick-win” base.

These results prove that, despite of the current
difficult epidemic situation, we were able to
maintain the freight traffic along RFC OEM, and
thanks to the working model of Task Forces we
could continuously decrease dwelling times
at border crossing points without any physical
contacts or meetings. We are truly confident, that
building a competitive freight transport mode
requires continuous infrastructure modernisation
and process development where CNC and RFC
platforms could contribute it on the most effective
way. To reach that goal, we need to cooperate
even more closely, to overcome all the difficulties
and hampering factors to let the freight trains
running smoothly along 1000 km-s boosting the
international rail freight in Europe.

4.3 Data quality
In our Corridor, the improvement of data quality
received special attention already in 2019,
because the primary investigations at that time
revealed that we still have a lot to do in this area.
To this end, our IMs, with the presistent support
of RNE, have been constantly working to improve
data quality, e.g. they also took part in the ad hoc
interconnection of unlinked trains and actively
participated in the work of the relevant expert
working groups of RNE in the professional
compilation and implementation of the Data
Quality Strategy.

In May 2020, RNE General Assembly has approved
the Data Quality strategy for reporting and also the
follow up projects how to achieve the objectives
defined in the strategy. One of the projects is
specifically focusing on the border station areas,
with the goal to ensure and enable the proper
monitoring and measurements in the border
section areas. The goal of the project is to define
the basic principles/methods and collect only the
information about these principles and methods
for each border section, such as e.g. principle for
dwell time calculation, principle for linking of trains,
information about procedures that usually takes
place in the border area, etc. RFC OEM is an active
partner in the execution of the project. Thanks to
these efforts we believe that data provided by RFC
OEM is becoming more precise in the future.

4.4 International Contingency
Management planning – ICM
Handbook
In 2020 the corridor experienced two severe
disruptions that fell under the ICM category. One
happened next to Szob on the Hungarian network,
the otherone next to Komarno in the Slovakian
network section of the corridor.

With the supportive assistance of RNE and Rail
Cargo Group we have outlined a pilot program
expecting a positive results of linking. Our shortterm goal was to launch a test at one of the border
crossings of the corridor, where we will ensure a
higher level of data quality by connecting trains
until the implementation of a final pan-European
solution.
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The Szob disruption
Following heavy rains, on 17 June 2020 a mud and rock slide from the adjacent mountain covered track
sections between Nagymaros and Zebegény resulting in full track closure 2. This was not the first of this
type of incident, previously similar landslides occurred causing smaller disruptions on this route.

The main road (nr. 12) adjacent to the railway track was also affected by this landslide.
https://www.mavcsoport.hu/mavinform/nagymaros-es-szob-kozott-potlobuszok-kozlekednek-bizonytalan-ideig https://
www.mavcsoport.hu/mav-csoport/megkezdtek-nagymaros-szob-kozotti-serult-palyaszakasz-helyreallitasat
https://www.mavcsoport.hu/mav-csoport/oktober-vegere-befejezik-nagymaros-es-szob-kozotti-palya-helyreallitasat

2
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Picture 27-28-29.: The Szob disruption

As a result both passenger and freight traffic had to be diverted for several days. Following the removal
of the obstruction, traffic was restored on single track from 13 July 2020. The operations returned to
normal on both track from 1 November 2021. Freight trains were diverted using the pre-defined rerouting scenarios via Ferencváros – Komárom – Nové Zámky or Ferencváros- Győr-Rajka-Bratislava.
The RFC OEM followed all recommended rules and procedures defined in the ICM Handbook. The
Management Board continuously monitored the development of the reconstruction and the ICM
Coordinator made the update information on the regular basis to the neighbouring IM, ŽSR and to the
influenced fellow corridor management, to Amber RFC. After the closing of the ICM procedure the MB
collected the “key findings” as follows:
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Picture 30-31.: The key foundings of the Szob disruption

The Komarno – Chotín disruption
As a consequence of a freight train derailment on 27 September 2020 at Komárno marshalling yard
that damaged the track throughout approx. a three-kilometer section between Komárno marshalling
yard and Chotín, full track closure became necessary between Komarno – Chotín that lasted until 11
November 2020.
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To mitiagate the full track closure the Szob –
Štúrovo or Rajka - Rusovce diversionary routes
applied for the period.
Fortunately, the 2 unexpected disruptions
have not caused a very severe disturbance
of the corridor traffic flow thanks to the very
wide set of alternative routes on the RFC OEM
network. The capacity management in these
challenging period made their utmost to eliminate
the occurred disturbance.

Picture 32-33-34-35.: The Komarno – Chotín disruption
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5. SATISFACTION SURVEY
Regulation (EU) No 913/2010 requires Rail Freight Corridors’ (RFC) Management Board to gauge the
satisfaction level of their users yearly and to publish the results of the survey. RNE created a common research
platform of User Satisfaction Survey (USS) for all RFCs willing to participate, which has been launched in 2014.
The study underwent a radical transformation in 2020: the main orientations were simplification and done
in house (without external company) manner.
All RFCs have joined the new research, thereby it provides complete international framework, and it is also a
very positive development as a strong message, that RFCs act together, and this is one network.

Picture 36.: comparison of móMethodologies

Main results of RFC OEM in 2020
RFC OEM faced a serious, 33%-decrease in number
of interviews. We have been monitoring the
satisfaction of our partners for years, naturally we
have to reckon on respondents’ fatigue and limit
of questioning-tolerance. However, until 2018,
RFC OEM could increase the number of interviews
moderately but continuously with applying of
follow up calls phase.
Picture 37.: Number of full interviews
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We can see mainly two reasons which can stand in the background of this step backward: In this year
RFC OEM decided not to burden the partners with follow up calls (because of pandemic situation). But
the results might also relate the new system, where RFC OEM is in the last third of corridor list3.
The result charts show the number of respondents, because the usage of percent is not recommended
at this sample size even on the visualisation.
The next chart shows every element which was selected by the respondents as RFC OEM’s priority area
for improvement even if only once.

Picture 38.: The priority areas for improvement

The results revealed that the main priority RFC OEM’s
areas for improvement are Infrastucture, Temporary
Capacity Restriction management and Commercial
offer partly in relation with condition of infrastucture.
On element level we can draw an ’importance
line’ at 6: these were chosen by at least half of the
respondents:
 Infrastructure parameters (train length, axle
load, electrification, loading gauges, etc.)
 Infrastructure capacity
 Measures taken by the RFC’s Infrastructure
Managers together with the Ministries
in charge of transport to improve the
Where the response willingness can diminish because of
the new process of questioning. See the Comparison of
Methodologies.

3











infrastructure standards
The quality of alternative offers provided by
the IMs/ABs
The involvement of customers as far
as possible in the relevant process
(coordination of TCRs and alternative offers)
Parameters of PaPs (train length/weight)
The efficiency of measures taken to improve
punctuality
The commercial speed of PaPs (train length/
weight)
The quality and usability of re-routing
scenarios
The time-table of alternative offers provided
by the IMs/ABs
The information on the RFC website
RFC OEM
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Every participating corridor had the possibility
to pose specific questions. RFC OEM asked about
TCR, they paid highlighted attention last year too.
Based on the results it seems to be proved that our
partners perceived this extra effort, but further
improvements are still needed on the area, and
even the knowledge of this extra endeavour
should also be expanded.
Because of the research transformation we have
only one fully comparable figure: the overall
satisfaction, which revealed favourable results for
RFC OEM both as an absolute result and in tendency.

Picture 39.: Diagram of the answers

The dominant majority of the respondents are
satisfied with the performance of the corridor on
some level. In addition the trend indicates that
RFC OEM could increase its average compared to
previous year.
However, there are still much to do, mainly on areas
of infrastructure and related commercial offer, as well
as of TCR. We can highlight as important and positive
development on TCR, that the extra effort could be
perceived and appreciated by our customers, and
this provides a good tool for further endeavours.
Picture 40.: Diagram of the answers

RFC OEM related research methodological issue:
Number of invitees – response rate
During the implementation of the research an
RFC OEM specific suggestion arose in connection
with number of nominations. RFC OEM had 68
nominations, because 8 members of the corridor
nominated freely. It is understandable and
acceptable that they invited all companies which
were important for them. But those who did not
answer regularly decrease not only RFC OEM’s, but
the total response rate as well affecting the other
RFCs, therefore a possible optimization might be
considered by the Corridor Management.
(More details are available on RFC OEM website:
https://www.rfc7.eu/node/86.)
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Picture 41.: Diagram of the answers

6. PARTICIPATION IN THE EVALUATION
OF THE REGUATION 913/2010/EU, AND
ALSO IN THE ISSUES-LOGBOOK PRIORITY
NO.2. ACTIVITY - “MANDATORY TECHNICAL
WAGON CHECKS AND TRAIN COMPOSITON”
6.1 Evaluation of the Regulation
913/2010/EU

6.2 RFC OEM is an active partner in
the Issues-logbook activity

The evaluation of the Regulation 913/2010 has turned
into the next phase in 2020. After closing the Public
Consultation on the evaluation in February 2020, DGMove set up a new, more tailor made questionnaire
for the market players, for RU-s, for representatives
of the terminals, for shippers, end-users, and also for
the leaders of the operative corridor governance, for
the Chairs of the Management Boards. With this new
targeted surveys the Commission’s intention was to
discover concrete opinion how the implementation
of the Regulation could fulfil expectations on RFC
corridors by the business partners. Questions were
focusing ,inter alia, on the following subjects:

A new initiative was launched in May 2018 by DGMove C, Unit C4. (Rail Safety and Interoperability)
to harmonize procedures at cross border points,
investigate hampering operational issues and
eliminate these obstacles. The Issues Logbook was
set up and 3 main priorities were selected by the
sector. The goal of the Issues Logbook is to make
concrete progress on the selected bottlenecks, as

 are the products, offered services, role of
C-OSS accommodating market needs?
 in which terms?
 and where RU-s, terminals, shippers, etc.
would suggest improvement?
RFC OEM fulfilled all asked survey and callconference interviews. The Secretariat was
in close cooperation with RFC OEM RAG and
TAG spokespersons. DG-Move appreciated our
supportive input and cooperation.
Based on the feedback received from the
stakeholders the designated Consultant to DGMove summarized the preliminary findings and
key conclusions of the evaluation of the Regulation
913/2010/EU on the SERAC RFC WG meeting held
on 8 July 2020.

 braking rules,
 train composition / technical wagon checks at
border station, and
 ETA (Estimated Time of arrival).
Due to the complexity of these issues the European
Commission intends to use its influence to engage
all relevant actors in the process (particularly
those not represented in the RFC governance
structure). European Union Railway Agency (ERA)
is fully committed to support the work with their
expertise.
ERA is the coordinator of the core team of the
Priority No.2. ”Technical wagon checks” and RFC
OEM was invited to continue its successful work
executed at border crossings via their Task Forces.
All issues of the Logbook are defined as subject
to
“technical operational barrier hindering
international rail freight”. Particular attention is
given to pilot-projects, and to discover outdated
national rules.
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According to the analysis made by ERA there
are immense problems with different national
safety rules, above all, they are often not riskbased. Therefore a clear steps shall be identified
how to eliminate outdated rules which create
unnecessary bottlenecks in the smooth run of
the trains along the corridor.
The wish to facilitate the „trusted handover”
procedure which is applicable in many
Members States among RU-s already in
Europe is the continues goal for RFC OEM
operative management. It gives a definitive
and strong proves and evidence that the safety
management does not take any risk to apply this
process. Using advantages of ATTI agreement
at RFC OEM corridor should create a promising
component to reduce the waiting time at cross
border point.
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TIS in consortium with Panteia, HaCon and Railists are
supporting the European Commission in performing
the economic evaluation (Cost-Benefit-Analysis,
CBA) of the issues defined in the Issues Logbook. On
the basis of case studies the consortium intented to
assigne certain costs considered as representative
element of the Issues Log Book priorities. Information
on RFC OEM and consultations contributed this
complex work late summer and autumn.
Support of ERA, the DG-Move and Mr Grosch,
the European CNC Coordinator via bilateral
meetings and several interactions could accelerate
simplification of ceratin national rules with
assistance of concerned National Authorities.
Thanks to this effort the issue of ‘buffer wagons’
was handled in Hungary; the specific national rules
were replaced by RID in August 2020. (You can read
more details about this activity in the next chapter.)

7. PARTICIPATION AT RAIL FREIGHT DAY
2020 – “GOOD PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS”
FOR BETTER INTEROPERABILITY”
Mr Péter Rónai, representative of our corridor and
MÁV Co. Ltd. held a successful presentation in
Section 2 of Rail Freight Day, which was organized
by RNE and the Europen Commission.
Mr Rónai gave a fresh, practical example of a
measure recently introduced by MÁV. The case was
also special because, in addition to the Hungarian
Infrastructure Manager (IM), the other main player
was the Railway Authority, and with their support,
a long-running case was settled satisfactorily for
all market participants.
As Mr Rónai explained, one of the dominant
rates of rail freight transport was the transport
of dangerous goods. The RID Code for the
International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by
Rail lays down the rules and regulations for the
application of the safety clearance (protective
wagon) as a condition for the classification of
railway wagons loaded with dangerous goods.

In practice, MÁV found that different national rules
were in place, so when crossing borders, carriers
had to meet different expectations.
In the case of MÁV, until 2019, the National
General Instruction (Hungarian name: Traffic
Instruction F.2) contained stricter regulations than
the RID regulation to ensure the safety distances
prescribed in the RID. There had been constant
demands and comments from market customers
that the harmonization of rules for protective
wagons would be a very important objective in
international freight transport.
Therefore, MÁV initiated at the Railway Authority
to delete the corresponding requirements of the
national instruction Traffic Instruction F.2. that
were stricter than the requirements of RID and
Appendix 13 without any replacement, in order
to ensure regulatory consistency between the
requirements of the current Traffic Instructions

Picture 42.: Mr Rónai at Rail Freight Day 2020
RFC OEM
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F.2. for the use of a protective wagon and the
requirements of the RID. In accordance with this, MÁV
Co. Ltd. also amended the instruction containing the
Regulations on the Handling of Railway Vehicles
and Train Data with effect from 1 July 2017, with the
approval of the President and CEO.
The request was approved by the Railway Authority
following the submission of the application.
What steps followed?
Prior to the entry into force of the referred
instructions and amendments to the instructions,
the relevant deviations had to be reported to the
relevant railway company staff according to the
Ministerial Decree (19/2011. (V.10.) NFM). The
trainings were conducted by railway instructors.
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The successful change of such an operational,
national operating standard in this way, with
the supportive cooperation of the authority,
will greatly contribute to ensuring better, more
harmonized conditions for rail freight.
With this small example, Mr Rónai wanted
to illustrate that, even without large-scale
investments, we can help the railway sector
to function better by creating or changing
operational rules smarter. We saw this as a
“low hanging fruit” and took the opportunity. It
was worth it because we received almost instant
positive feedback from our customers.
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